SECURITY OFFERINGS
HVE offers a complete portfolio of security solutions to assist customers in security evaluation, planning,
protection design and implementation, and compromise mitigation and restoration. HVE is a trusted partner
for customers in K-12 and Higher Education, AEC (Architecture, Engineering, and Construction), Enterprise,
Government, Finance, and Health Care.



EVALUATION: Proactive and Responsive Security Assessments
and Testing
HVE provides a wide range of assessments to ensure that your environment
is compliant and secure. Assessments can include periodic scheduled
evaluations. Additional offerings include Phase-O, triage, governance, and
control assessments. Documentation is provided following each assessment
to assist with planning, remediation, and gap control.

CONTROL: Information Technology Security Governance Design
and Consulting
Governance is one of the most overlooked and critical elements in realizing
security success. It provides the foundation for identifying critical assets,
determining value and risk, and establishing a plan for protecting and
restoring your organization in the event of a compromise. HVE will evaluate
your organization’s risk management and security governance plans. We’ll
provide a comprehensive analysis and plan for program development. Finally,
we’ll generate controls and continuity planning to ensure your organization’s
success.

PROTECTION: Proven Next-Generation Threat Protection
Solutions
Proven solutions include: managed zero-day threat protection, NGFW
appliances, IPS/IDS solutions, email spam and AV protection, and Virtual
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) for securing intellectual property in diverse
environments. HVE is an Emerald partner with Cylance, a leader in endpoint
threat management. We’ve proven the efficacy of the Cylance platform
against zero-day threats, crypto and ransomware viruses, and targeted
attacks. HVE has deployed Cylance PROTECT + OPTICS in compromised
environments to eliminate the spread and effect of attacks as well as
providing unparalleled protection against initial compromise.

RESPONSE: Compromise and Attack Mitigation
Compromise mitigation teams include IT leaders, security professionals, and
certified systems and network engineers with thousands of hours of threat
mitigation and environment restoration experience across multiple business
verticals.We collaborate with authorities and insurance agencies to facilitate
maximum financial protection. Our engineers and partners have the know-how
and experience to quickly quarantine environments, retrieve maximum data,
and restore or rebuild environments to return you to operational status as
quickly as possible.

TESTAMONIAL:
“HVE has become our
favorite partner in the
Technology business.
Their experience and
quality of service has
been a differentiator for
us.
The HVE team helped us
develop a comprehensive
security plan and
has provided us with
consulting, engineering,
and products which have
ensured the security and
integrity of our data and
systems.
Our recent move to
their managed Cylance
endpoint protection
solution came at the
right time as we are
now secure in knowing
that we have the best
protection against the
devestating explosion
of ransomware and
zero-day threats
attacking K-12 and
local govenment
organizations.”
- Jeff Robinson,
Technology Director Waxahachie ISD
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